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ABSTRACTA spatio-textual searh engine, termed \STEWARD" is demon-strated where doument similarity is based on both the textualsimilarity as well as the spatial proximity of the loations in thedoument to the spatial searh input. STEWARD's performaneis enhaned by the presene of a doument tagger that is ableto identify textual referenes to geographial entities. The user-interfae of STEWARD provides the ability to browse results,thereby making it a valuable \knowledge disovery" tool.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsH.3.3 [Information Searh and Retrieval℄: Searh proess
General TermsAlgorithms,Design,Performane
KeywordsSpatio-textual searh engine, STEWARD, Geooding
1. INTRODUCTIONSearh tehnology today is dominated by searh engines suhas the one provided by Google where douments are retrievedwith the aid of an algorithm that ranks douments related tothe query string on the basis of how many other douments linkto it. We are interested in developing a searh engine wherethe query string ontains a geographial entity and we wish to�nd other douments that are related to it by spatial proximity.For example, a doument ontaining \Los Angeles" is deemedrelevant to a query string ontaining \Hollywood", even thoughthe query string \Hollywood" might not even be mentioned inthe doument. In this paper we desribe a demo of STEW-ARD (denoting \Spatio-Textual Extration on the Web Aidingthe Retrieval of Douments"), a spatio-textual searh engine forretrieval of douments on the HUDUSER.ORG web site underdevelopment at the University of Maryland in ooperation withthe OÆe of Poliy Development & Researh of the Departmentof Housing and Urban Development (HUD PD&R).
2. STEWARDQueries to STEWARD an have a purely geographial ompo-nent, a keyword omponent, or a ombination of both. When the�This work was supported in part by the US National SieneFoundation under Grant EIA-00-91474 and CCF-05-15241, aswell as the OÆe of Poliy Development & Researh of the De-partment of Housing and Development (HUD PD&R)

query string is purely a geographial entity, we wish to �nd dou-ments that are related to it by spatial proximity. The doumentsthat are returned are ranked by the extent to whih STEWARDdetermines that the geographi entity that forms the query stringserves as the geographi fous of the doument. This is based onmany fators whih inlude the number of times that the searhstring or proximate geographi loations are mentioned in thedoument.STEWARD's notion of a geographi fous di�ers from muh ofthe existing work in this area whih has been ast in terms of�nding the geographi sope of web sites whih ontain one ormore douments and is usually done by examining their linkstruture. Instead, our fous is on the atual ontents of do-uments. Moreover, we are not only interested in �nding a geo-graphi fous suÆiently general to span the entire doument,but instead also wish to identify as many geographial loationsas possible as well as provide the ability to browse through thedouments in order of spatial proximity to the designated key-words.STEWARD uses a doument tagger built by us to identify po-tential referenes to geographi loations in unstrutured textdouments. The tagger is aware of sentene struture so thatproper nouns an be determined. The determination of whih ofthese nouns or word ombinations are indeed geographi loa-tions is failitated with the aid of a gazetteer suh as that avail-able in GNIS for the United States and its analog GEONETfor foreign names. Of ourse, there is still the issue of distin-guishing between multiple loations with the same name suhas, for example, \Spring�eld, IL" and \Spring�eld, MA", whihis non-trivial.When the queries onsist only of a non-geographi keyword, thenSTEWARD ranks the douments on the basis of the strength ofthe ourrenes of the keyword in them. In addition, in this ase,STEWARD also identi�es all of the referenes to geographi lo-ations in eah doument and ranks them in the order in whihit determines that they serve as the geographi fous of the do-ument. This is based, in part, on the frequeny of their o-urrene, as well as the distribution of their ourrenes in thedouments.When a geographi loation is presented as input to STEWARDalong with input keywords, the relevant douments (i.e., the onesontaining an instane of the input keywords) are ranked in in-



Figure 1: Example sreenshot of the STEWARD system.reasing order of distane of their geographi fous from the geo-graphi loation omponent of the query string. The geographiloation omponent of the input query an be expressed in termsof latitude/longitude or as a textual referene to a spatial ob-jet. For example, the user ould searh for \Housing Projets"in the viinity of \College Park, MD". The results would only re-turn suh douments that qualify both the ontent and loationspei�er that was provided to the system by the user.A preliminary version of the STEWARD system is urrently be-ing deployed on the HUDUSER.ORG web site and is available toanyone with an Internet onnetion through an interative userinterfae written in HTML and AJAX. Figure 1 shows a sreen-shot of the user-interfae of the STEWARD system running onthe Mozilla Firefox browser in response to a purely textual queryseeking all douments ontaining the keyword \olonias" whihare settlements lying primarily along the US-Mexio border.From the �gure we see that the user-interfae is divided intothree panes (i.e., regions). The top pane is being used to speifythe query parameters via text boxes for the textual keywordas well as a loation, whih is optional. The left pane showsthe douments that satisfy the textual keywords, along with asmall extrat showing the ontext in whih the keyword is found.The right pane positions the douments that satisfy the textualkeyword in the query on the map using ions at positions thatSTEWARD has determined to be their geographi fous. Inthis ase, we �nd that the geographi foi of these douments doindeed lie on the US-Mexio border, whih is not surprising, butit is reassuring that STEWARD has orretly identi�ed them. Inaddition, the right pane an be used to input the desired loationfor the geographi sope of a query. Douments that satisfy the

textual keyword are reported in inreasing order of the distaneof their geographi fous from the query point. Notie the leanseparation of the textual results from the spatial results in theuser interfae.STEWARD also enables users to browse through the relevantdouments that it has found, and to highlight, in sequene, allourrenes of the keyword. In addition, eah of the relevantdouments an be browsed to show all ourrenes of eah ofthe geographi loations that it has found in the doument, or toshow the most important ourrene of eah of these geographiloations. In the former, STEWARD simply provides an extratof the ontext in whih the loation appears, while for the latter,a pointer to the geographi loation is also provided along withthe extrat.
3. CONCLUDING REMARKSMany enhanements are planned to inrease the power ofSTEWARD as well as its user interfae. In partiular, the spa-tial querying apability of STEWARD will be augmented to in-lude apabilities present in the SAND Spatial Browser [1℄. Thisalso inludes adding the ability to draw the extent of the spatialqueries on the map rather than being restrited to a textual spe-i�ation. Moreover, a mehanism for users to provide feedbakon the quality of the searh will be added.
4. REFERENCES[1℄ H. Samet, H. Alborzi, F. Brabe, C. Esperan�a, G. R.Hjaltason, F. Morgan, and E. Tanin. Use of the SANDspatial browser for digital government appliations.Communiations of the ACM, 46(1):63{66, Jan. 2003.


